ACROSS
1. Impressive sights at affairs
2. Salt rival
3. Panel
4. Zion path
5. A river diversion in Asia
6. Like some R-rated film
7. Comfy
8. Sports venue where the home team hasn’t won in years
9. Boulevard feature
10. Invoice no.
11. Brainstorm
12. Freestyle
13. Heavy weight
14. Hubbub
15. Trimming plans
16. Industrial site
17. Like memories to smile about
18. Soothe part
19. Hotness, in a way
20. Cattle farm run by tycoon?
21. _ Christians, 2017
22. US Open Women’s
23. Tennis feature
24. Isolated work group that hinders corporate efficiency
25. Bone near a calf
26. Belgian artist, James
27. Cheek like beavers
28. “I’m not scared”
29. Change for a ten
30. Drop the ball
31. Bird rarely on the wing
32. Pet URL ending
33. Toys “R” Us grills
34. Massot
35. Epipharynx for Harry
36. Stayed to the bitter end
37. NBA impossibility
38. Hide out
39. Sushi bar order
40. Company named for the exaggerated height of its talisman
41. Bowling headache
42. “Crazy” vocalist
43. Mountain go
44. Blood bank fluids
45. Blackthorn fruit
46. FD employee
47. Magnate
48. Advice for runners’ practice sessions?
49. Feeling guilty
50. Ducks org
51. Frozen Four org
52. Tough going
53. Raga
54. Promises
55. Swan dive
56. Expected result
57. Cause for a claim
58. Not as relaxed
59. Smell of input
60. French star
61. Powerful fail
62. Cleanup tools?
63. Having a twist
64. Bag for one
65. Gets back to business
66. Sorrelly tine
67. Free for all
68. Red Sea land
69. Mother of Isaac
70. First-class
71. “Ranged”
72. Redesigned
73. Japan’s Mount
74. Disobedient
75. Org. concerned with youth substance abuse
76. Ramble on

DOWN
1. A historic 1740 discovery
2. NFL passing stat
3. Y and u
4. Bat prefix
5. Spicy food truck item
6. Had some
7. 13-Down
8. Purple veggie
9. TV weather promo
10. About a storm threat?
11. Biblical hein
12. Entertainment center sites
13. Actor Morales
15. Vinyl revival items
16. Love USMC rank
17. MLB Hall of Famer
18. Family guys
19. Bar on a truck
20. Chef’s creation
21. Crown phenomenon
22. “Boing!”
23. Mary on MT great
24. Lawless role
26. Routing word
27. Respected figure
28. Classical event
29. Perhaps
30. Depend
31. Poetic contradiction
32. Hot spot service
33. ER demand
34. University with a Boston campus
35. Agronomist’s concern
36. School near Windsor
37. Or, created by the 1003 Banking Act
38. Sense
39. Shades
40. Early number?
41. Buzzed
42. Familiar greeting
43. Fall mail item
44. Ship-to-ship greetings
45. Quarters for a spell caster?
46. Actor Schreiber
47. “I’m buying!”
48. Moslems
49. Country whose name ends in the same three letters as its capital
50. Doctor’s note
51. Gull relative
52. Lynn’s father
53. Worked in one
54. Private genus
55. Pain pill target
56. Ignore
57. Provider of shade
58. Harder to get
59. Corn unit
60. Foot flint
61. U.K. military award
62. Goal of an accord
63. Fleeced fastener
64. Fashion initials
65. Face
66. Place goddess
67. “The Gondules” tale
68. Playwright’s nation
69. Sweden’s “other”
70. Carpenter’s wedge
71. Aud Lang...
72. Cook’s home
73. Maya... Vietnam Veterans Memorial designer
74. Sight option
75. French king
76. Just right
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